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www.kremer-pigmente.com

Pigments
In 2018 we present our choice of new product highlights!
Be inspired by our spring news and immerse yourself in
the world of colorful pigments and new opportunities for
working techniques.
The entire variety of our product range can be
found in the main catalog or in the online shop at
www.kremer-pigmente.com which also contain further
information, like product specific recipes, safety data
sheets or instructions for use.
Always up-to-date with the Kremer Pigmente Facebook
Community! You will receive information on publications, dates for courses and workshops as well as everything
about art.
You also have the opportunity to receive our monthly
newsletter from the Color-Mill. Simply register at
news@kremer-pigmente.com.

Meteorite Brown
Our meteorites were found near the Moroccan town of
Zagora. These Chondrites belong to the so-called stone
meteorites and are about 4.5 billion years old. The meteorite fragments are ground to a powder finer than 80 µ.
		
10 g
100 g 1 kg
		
17,00 135,00 1.240,–
10975

Opal Green
from Colorado, celadonite, finer 63 µ
Green opalite is found in a desert in the Western USA. Deriving from an Iron (ll) compound, the pigment’s green color is very intense since the shiny, slightly light-breaking
raw material is of pure quality. One can describe opalite
as a silicate compound which could possibly transform to
opal after many million years. Green opalite belongs to the
chemical group of glauconites. The stones are ground to a
powder finer than 63 µ.
		
50 g
100 g 1 kg
		
8,00
14,50 133,00
11230

Opal Red
warm Red, finer 63 µ
Opalite is a semi-precious stone and represents the preliminary stage of opal but has not the opal’s clear and
iridescent characteristics yet. Opalite can occur in many
different colors. Our red opalite is extracted from a mine
in Arizona.
		
50 g
100 g 1 kg
		
8,00
14,50 133,00
11302

Colorful greetings from the Color-Mill
Dr. Georg Kremer & David Kremer
All prices are net prices in Euros plus applicable VAT (Books incl. 7% VAT). Dueto raw material
price increases, all prices are subject to change. Please visit www.kremer-pigmente.com
for valid prices.

Until the beginning of the 19th century, Ultramarine Blue was a
prized luxury product due to its extensive production process from
the semi-precious stone lapis lazuli and obtained according to old
recipes. Even today, the natural pigment ultramarine („azzurum ultramarinum“ = „blue from across the seas“) is as precious as gold.
Ultramarine is famous for its characteristic bright, deep blue color. From a physical point of view, ultramarine blue is positioned
at the far short-wave end of the color spectrum, leaning towards
the violet side of blue. The closer the color gets to the end of the
visible spectrum, the darker it seems. Reproductions in books and
photographs usually fail to convey the appearance and quality of
ultramarine.
Set: Ultramarine
35 pigments in 10 ml glasses, in a wooden box, incl.
product brochure, limited edition
					 70,00
Content
42601
Ultramarine Red, violet pink
42605
Ultramarine Red B, dark pink
42610
Ultramarine Red light I, Marienberg
42611
Ultramarine Red light II, Marienberg
42612
Ultramarine Red, Marienberg
44710
Ultramarine Green I, Marienberg
44711
Ultramarine Green II, Marienberg
44712
Ultramarine Green III, Marienberg
44713
Ultramarine Green IV, Marienberg
44714
Ultramarine Bluegreen light, Marienberg
45000
Ultramarine Blue, very dark
45010
Ultramarine Blue, dark
45020
Ultramarine Blue, reddish
45030
Ultramarine Blue, greenish extra
45040
Ultramarine Blue, greenish light
45080
Ultramarine Blue, light
45090
Ultramarine Blue Reddish light, Marienberg
45091
Ultramarine Blue Reddish dark, Marienberg
45092
Ultramarine Blue dark greenish I, Marienberg
45093
Ultramarine Blue dark greenish II, Marienberg
45094
Ultramarine Blue dark I, Marienberg
45095
Ultramarine Blue dark II, Marienberg
45096
Ultramarine Blue dark III, Marienberg
45097
Ultramarine Blue Greenish I, Marienberg
45098
Ultramarine Blue Greenish II, Marienberg
45100
Ultramarine Violet, medium
45110
Ultramarine Violet, reddish
45120
Ultramarine Violet, light reddish
45140
Ultramarine Violet reddish light I, Marienberg
45141
Ultramarine Violet reddish light II, Marienberg
45142
Ultramarine Violet medium I, Marienberg
45143
Ultramarine Violet medium II, Marienberg
45144
Ultramarine Violet dark I, Marienberg
45145
Ultramarine Violet dark II, Marienberg
10550
Lapis Lazuli, bright pure blue
14260

All prices are net prices in Euros plus applicable VAT (Books incl. 7% VAT). Dueto raw material
price increases, all prices are subject to change. Please visit www.kremer-pigmente.com
for valid prices.

Single Ultramarine Pigments from Marienberg
Around 1880, there were 24 factories producing artificial ultramarine pigments in Germany. In 1852, the new ultramarine factory
Marienberg was founded in the Lauter valley in the Odenwald which
existed until 1972. After the Blue Color factory Marienberg in the
Odenwald was closed, some of its reference samples were set aside and stored in a garage. Decades later, when the garage was cleared out, the historic samples ended up at Kremer Pigmente.
		
		
100 g 1 kg
42610
Ultramarine Red light I, Marienberg*
				
7,00 54,00
42611
Ultramarine Red light II, Marienberg*
				
7,00 54,00
42612
Ultramarine Red, Marienberg*
				
7,00 54,00
44711
Ultramarine Green II, Marienberg*
				
15,00		 -44712
Ultramarine Green III, Marienberg*
				
15,00		 -44714
Ultramarine Bluegreen light, Marienberg*
				
3,50 28,00
45090
Ultramarine Blue Reddish light, Marienberg*
				
3,50 28,00
45094
Ultramarine Blue dark I, Marienberg*
				
3,50 28,00
45095
Ultramarine Blue dark II, Marienberg*
				
3,50 28,00
45097
Ultramarine Blue Greenish I, Marienberg*
				
3,50 28,00
45098
Ultramarine Blue Greenish II, Marienberg*
				
3,50 28,00

All prices are net prices in Euros plus applicable VAT (Books incl. 7% VAT). Dueto raw material
price increases, all prices are subject to change. Please visit www.kremer-pigmente.com
for valid prices.

45140
Ultramarine Violet reddish light I, Marienberg*
				
7,00
45141
Ultramarine Violet reddish light II, Marienberg*
				
7,00
45142
Ultramarine Violet medium I, Marienberg*
				
7,00
45143
Ultramarine Violet medium II, Marienberg*
				
7,00
45145
Ultramarine Violet dark II, Marienberg*
				
7,00

54,00
54,00
54,00
54,00
54,00

*Available in limited quantities. While stocks last.

Special pigments –
What are we able to see?

Colored light
With the help of a prism the sun and other light sources can be split
up into their different spectral ranges which then become visible as
color. This is the case for the colors of a rainbow or fire.
Objects or surfaces absorb parts of the light spectrum and thus
appear colored which also applies to the surfaces of nearly all pigments. “Normal” pigments and dyes are of one single color which is
created by the interaction between surface and light. White creates
an exception since all the light is reflected whereas black appears
because all light is absorbed. Pearlescent pigments are also part of
these exceptions.
But there are some more interesting special pigments:
Fluorescent colors
Fluorescent colors use a larger amount of both the visible spectrum and the lower wavelengths compared to conventional colors.
They not only absorb and convert light energy of the dominant
wavelength, but also the wavelengths of ultraviolet rays and other
colors lower in the visible spectrum. One could easily light a room
with fluorescent color and black UV light.

Various remainders Ultramarineblue Pigments from Marienberg
Further we offer various Ultramarineblue Pigments from the historical samples from Marienberg exclusively in whole packing units.
The blue shades differ between light, medium, medium dark und
dark blue.							
			
je ca. 800 g
45190
Ultramarine Blue, light, Marienberg*		
				19,80
45191
Ultramarine Blue, medium, Marienberg*
				19,80
45192
Ultramarine Blue, medium dark, Marienberg*
				19,80
45193
Ultramarine Blue, dark, Marienberg*
				19,80

Phosphorescent (Afterglow) Pigments
Phosphorescent pigments do not immediately re-emit the radiation
they absorb. The slower time scales of the re-emission are associated with forbidden energy state transition. Phosphorescence is
used to see an afterglow once the surroundings turns dark at once,
eg on pictures or warning signs.
Metallic gloss
The loosely bound electrons of electrically conductive surfaces reflect colors according to the electrical conductor. This may also be
the case for semiconductors such as Milori Blue or Dioxazine Violet.
Grey Reflection
Aluminium is the only material known to reflect color solely as grey.

*Available in limited quantities. While stocks last

All prices are net prices in Euros plus applicable VAT (Books incl. 7% VAT). Dueto raw material
price increases, all prices are subject to change. Please visit www.kremer-pigmente.com
for valid prices.

All prices are net prices in Euros plus applicable VAT (Books incl. 7% VAT). Dueto raw material
price increases, all prices are subject to change. Please visit www.kremer-pigmente.com
for valid prices.

Pearlescent Pigments
Pearlescent pigments behave differently due to the specific light
refraction of their characteristic thin, flaky pigment particles. The
pigment flakes are extremely smooth. Opaque flakes produce a
reflecting metallic sparkle. Semi-opaque flakes refract light from
the upper and the lower surface which leads to their interference
effects. Pearlescent pigments with a precicely defined and consistent flake thickness can produce effects that are distinguished by a
whole range of viewing angle-dependent colors.

50450

Xirallic® NXT F260-51 SW Cougar Red
The pigment is characterized by very intense luminosity,
lively sparkle and powerful brilliance and is suitable for a
vast variety of applications. Its slightly bluish hue is situated in the center of the red color spectrum. The pigment’s
special intensity gives even more depth to black surfaces,
with a fascinating interplay of colors.

		
		

10 g
7,50

50 g
32,00

100 g
50,00

1 kg
450,00

All prices are net prices in Euros plus applicable VAT (Books incl. 7% VAT). Dueto raw material
price increases, all prices are subject to change. Please visit www.kremer-pigmente.com
for valid prices.

Thermochromic Pigments

Thermochromic pigments change color when exposed to a specified temperature range. They easily disperses in water and certain
solvent based systems. It is also temperature stable up to 200°C
making them suitable for use in most plastics. In the case of processing with aqueous techniques please use a wetting agent.
							
			
10 g
50 g
100 g
56843
Thermochrom Pigment Purple
changes its color from purple to white at temperatures
above 31°C						
		
13,00 60,00
110,00
56847
Thermochromic Pigment Green
changes its color from green to transparent at temperatures above 30°C
			
11,00 48,00
85,00
56849
Thermochromic Pigment Dark Blue
changes its color from blue to transparent at temperatures at about 24°C						
		
11,00 48,00
85,00
56854
Thermochromic Pigment Black
changes its color from black to transparent at temperatures at about 24°C						
		
11,00 48,00
85,00

All prices are net prices in Euros plus applicable VAT (Books incl. 7% VAT). Dueto raw material
price increases, all prices are subject to change. Please visit www.kremer-pigmente.com
for valid prices.

Drying Oil

			

Linseed Oil Varnish, older than 50 years*
Remaining stock of an old painters business. The older a
linseed oil varnish the more durable the oil paint.
						
5l
					 18,00

73101

*Available in limited quantities. While stocks last.

Photochromic Pigments

Photochromic Pigments change from colorless to colored when stimulated by UV light (365nm) or strong sunlight. Once the powerful
light is shut down the powder turns colorless again. Photochromic
pigments are specifically designed for use in non-aqueous based
ink systems although their use is not limited to this. They can be
used to formulate Flexographic, UV, Screen, Offset, Epoxy, and Gravure ink formulations. Photochromic powders are colorless in their
inactivated state and become colored when exposed to an ultraviolet light source. It should be noted that there are differences in performance of the various colors so that each should be tested prior
final application. Photochromic pigments have excellent stability
when stored away from heat and light. Store below 25C and prevent
from freezing. Long-term exposure to UV light should be avoided.
							
			
10 g
50 g
100 g
56910
Photochrome Pigment Yellow
changes to yellow when activated with daylight
(UV light)
			
13,00 58,00
95,00
56920
Photochrome Pigment Red
changes to red when activated with daylight
(UV light)
			
13,00 58,00
95,00
56930
Photochrome Pigment Blue
changes to blue when activated with daylight
(UV light)						
		
13,00 58,00
95,00
56940
Photochrome Pigment Purple
changes to purple when activated with daylight
(UV light)
			
13,00 58,00
95,00

All prices are net prices in Euros plus applicable VAT (Books incl. 7% VAT). Dueto raw material
price increases, all prices are subject to change. Please visit www.kremer-pigmente.com
for valid prices.

Etching Varnish

79860
Etching Varnish RP
The asphalt based etching varnish offers a high durability on the
plate while maintaining continuing flexibility. It prevents lines and
dots in drawings from chipping or fraying for a longer period of time
(up to two months). Additionally the silky gloss and deep black finish
reduces surface reflections.
Dilute with 10 % Pine Turpentine #70010 before use.
				
500 ml
					 48,00

Food Colorant
94168

Sanolin Ponceau Food Colorant Red No. 7
equivalent to Amaranth E 123
Water soluble scarlet red powder dye for the coloration
of food. The pigment is suitable for the production of red
aqueous solutions. 						
						
		
25 g
100 g
1 kg
		
5,00
9,50
75,00

All prices are net prices in Euros plus applicable VAT (Books incl. 7% VAT). Dueto raw material
price increases, all prices are subject to change. Please visit www.kremer-pigmente.com
for valid prices.

Kölner Gilding Products

98115
Kölner Leaf Protect, water-based protective lacquer
High-quality transparent water-based protective lacquer which is
applied on top of polished leaf gold in order to protect the surface
from external influences and oxidation. It has no negative effect on
either the metallic shine or the adhesive base. 				
			
100 ml 500 ml
			
8,80
25,50

1l
42,60

Kölner Classic – Feldmann’s Prep, Surface preparation
for oil gilding
Feldmann’s Prep works on every hardened varnish underground.
The high gloss Polishing Creme is to be applied with cotton wool or
brush. After drying for 1 or 2 minutes start polishing off residuelessly with a clean cotton wool. If the underground comes off a little
(e.g. at a yellow high gloss varnish – yellow discolorations in the
cotton wool) this is no defect or an impairment. After polishing off
cleanly the Oil-Mixtion is to be applied quickly with a bristle brush.
The Oil-Mixtion has to be removed immediately (no dawdling!) with
a fluff free cloth until almost no more Oil-Mixtion can be recognized.
The gold leaf in loose or transfer, can be laid out after approx. 1315 hours drying time. The process time of the gold leaf is approx.
2 - 4 hours, dependent of the room temperature and the prevailing
atmospheric humidity, that is previous tests are necessary. Right
after gilding, but at the utmost up to 4 hours, the gold leaf can be
polished to a high gloss with a clean cotton wool. Please take absolutely care that the cotton wool does not contain any pollutions (e.g.
brown points). These hard pieces lead to scratches in the polish.
98126

			
250 ml 500 ml
			
44,50 72,80

All prices are net prices in Euros plus applicable VAT (Books incl. 7% VAT). Dueto raw material
price increases, all prices are subject to change. Please visit www.kremer-pigmente.com
for valid prices.

Price adjustment

For over 10 years we have been able to keep a stable price level.
Due to a worldwide increase in raw materials we regret that we
need to adjust our prices by 3.5%, effective 01.05.2018. The current
prices can be found on our homepage www.kremer-pigmente.com.

Courses 2018
The knowledge of pigments, of their use and application are the
fundamentals of painting and restoration. In these courses our experienced teachers will show you a wide range of pigments and binders and you have an opportunity to work with selected materials,
according to historical recipes. The teaching language is German.
Find upcoming dates at www.kremer-pigmente.com/en/courses.
NEW: Book your personalized workshop
In addition to our pre-scheduled courses we are now offering personalized workshops for individual groups of 8 to 12 participants.
Courses will be held in our newly renovated and designed workshop room right in the middle of the Color-Mill premises. Please
contact us directly with your desired dates:
by phone 0049 7565 914480 or by mail info@kremer-pigmente.com.

International Fairs
and Events 2018
03.05. – 06.05.2018
16.05. – 18.05.2018
		
29.05. – 02.06.2018
		
18.07. – 21.07.2018
		
28.09. – 30.09.2018
25.10. – 28.10.2018
		
08.11. – 10.11.2018

Salon in Leeuwarden (Netherlands)
Salone dell‘Arte e del Restauro in
Florence (Italy)
AIC‘s 46th Annual Meeting in Houston, 		
Texas (USA)
International Urban Sketchers
Symposium, Porto (Portugal)
Mondomusica in Cremona (Italy)
Salon international du Patrimoine Culturel
in Paris (France)
denkmal in Leipzig (Germany)

Kremer Pigmente GmbH & Co. KG
Hauptstrasse 41–47
88317 Aichstetten/Allgäu
Germany
Phone 0049 7565 91448-0
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Fax 0049 7565 1606
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info@kremer-pigmente.com
Raw Materials for Art & Conservation
Pigments
Dyes & Vegetable Color Paints
Fillers & Building Materials
Mediums, Binders & Glues
Solvents, Chemicals & Additives
Ready-made Colors, Gold & Gilding Materials
Linen, Paper & Foils
Brushes
Tools, Packaging & Supplies
Books & Color Charts
Recipes

